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Overview	
•  The new regionalism 
•  The transatlantic relationship 

o  Several recent national studies: France, Germany, Austria, UK, .. 
o  Not a new idea 

•  NAFTA = North Atlantic Free Trade Area in 1960s 
•  Baldwin/Francois study in 1990s for the EC on same topic. 

o  Circumstances are new: How we trade and produce has changed.  
About 20% of EU and US trade is with each other.  Most of this goes into 
production. 

•  Benchmarking expectations 
o  Tariffs, ECORYS 2009 on NTBs, examples, surveys, econometrics 
o  Regulations, environment, working conditions 
o  Economic impacts 



The  New  Regionalism	
•  Regional production networks and cross-border trade in 

parts and components (now almost 80% of world trade) 
•  Production spans multiple regulatory regimes 

o  European labor supplies global supply chains 
o  Almost 20% of EU costs follow from global (extra-EU) inputs along global supply 

chains. 

•  Demand for progress in areas outside WTO (hence 
Baldwin’s call for WTO 2.0) 
o  Regulation of MNEs 
o  Behind the border measures – regulatory divergence 
o  Increased importance of NTMs (aka NTBs), and impact on policy 

calculus (political cost-benefit analysis) 
o  Trade-related IP issues (overlap with competition) 
o  Impact on productivity and wages 

•  Finding solutions that can be multi-lateralized 
o  Important to avoid race to the bottom. 
o  Also important to prevent disguised regulatory protection against EU 



Geographic  perspective	



Geographic  perspective	



The  Trans-‐‑Atlantic  Relationship  
trade  in  goods  and  services	

Approximately  17%  of  EU  exports  of  goods  and  services  are  destined  for  the  US.  
65%  of  this  is  exports  of  goods.	



Benchmarking  barriers:    
bilateral  tariffs	
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The  Trans-‐‑Atlantic  Relationship:  sourcing  
Extra-‐‑EU:  US  is  top  location  choice	

Source:  International  sourcing  statistics,  Eurostat,  2008.	
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Benchmarking  Barriers:  Eurostat  
survey  of  outsourcing	

Barriers  to  sourcing  abroad	

Source:  International  sourcing  statistics,  Eurostat,  2008.	



Benchmarking  barriers:  
non-‐‑tariff  barriers	

•  The Ecorys (2009) study represented a concerted 
effort to triangulate barriers 
o  Firm surveys – including overall rankings and detailed barriers 

o  Industry, legal, regulatory experts 
o  Econometrics, fed into models of production and trade 

•  Some basic findings 
o  The origin of barriers is not always deliberate.  Legitimate goals 

can be reached in different ways.  This in turn can lead to 
regulatory divergence.   

o  Not all regulatory barriers can actually be negotiated and 
reduced.  For example, the Japanese require legal documents in 
Japanese.  This concept is called actionability. 

o  Barriers can be grouped broadly into those are cost raising 
barriers, and those that instead are rent generating barriers (i.e. 
they generate rents by limiting competition and market access). 

o  Divergence and actionability define scope of the NTM 
negotiations. 



Benchmarking  barriers:  
investment  barriers	
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Benchmarking  Expectations	
•  The impact of improved market access to the US for 

the EU firms hinges on several things. 
o  Underlying barriers 
o  Sector level EU value added shares of exports to the US 
o  Linkages to production (value chains and integrated production 

processes) 

•  From the original benchmark surveys, SMEs may 
benefit more from streamlined recognition of 
standards (testing, safety, etc) (ECORYS 2009) 

•  Where agreement can be reached, this might drive 
global adoption of transatlantic standards regimes.  
This would then yield potential cost reduction for 
selling in third markets. (CEPR 2013) 

•  There may be potential for productivity gains linked 
to FDI in services 



Likely  sector  benefits	
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“European  content”    
of  exports  to  US	
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Example:  Austrian  exports  to  the  US  2007,  mill  euro	

Source:  Modeling  the  Effects  of  Free  Trade  Agreements  between  the  EU  and  Canada,  USA  and  
Moldova/Georgia/Armenia  on  the  Austrian  Economy,    
FIW  –  Research  Centre  International  Economics,  2012.	
	



Modeling  the  impact  of  liberalization  
%  changes  in  average  wages	
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Closing  comments	

•  NTBs for goods dominate the impact for trade. 
o  This holds for simple priority ranking exercises 
o  This also holds with the CGE exercises 

•  Productivity gains from services liberlization are likely 
to be important for FDI. 

•  Scope for regulatory spillovers is also important.  
Quantitatively it contributes to overall gains, but 
raises questions about adjustment in particular 
sectors. 

•  The potential benefits are substantial, but hinge on 
difficult issues: actionability and divergence.   
This will not be easy. 


